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The biggest attacks target software 
supply chain and high-level access



Business is getting more (not less) 
complex 

• IT modernization has helped businesses compete in a modern, fast-paced environment, but it also 
dramatically increases an organization’s attack surface 

• COVID-19 supercharged this trend and put a lot of businesses with immature security online 

• "There’s actually new risk drivers beyond the typical Verizon data breach report, and those new risk drivers 
are really all around digitization and the desire by boards to essentially increase their risk appetites. They 
literally want to take on more risk in pursuit of mostly digital initiatives.” - John Button, Gartner



Business is getting more (not less) 
complex

Source: Cyber Risk Alliance & Security Scorecard Source: PwC 2022 Global Digital 
Trust Insights Survey



If your security program can be beat by a 
motivated teen, it’s not “advanced”



1000 compromises, one “weakness” 



Beyond the breach

• These hacks don’t just impact systems and data, they 
undermine the legitimacy of entire security programs

• They open companies up to greater scrutiny by 
insurance companies 

• They underpin lawsuits that question the company’s 
very commitment to security and honesty with 
shareholders + government



Courts are open to the argument



Three possible explanations 

1.) This is just the cost of doing modern business, so make 
peace with it

2.) Organizations are just being lazy and don’t prioritize 
security, so do that

3.) Our current model of incremental improvement and 
additional complexity is the best way to manage



Will it get better? 

Pessimistic: 

• “We’re chasing a little bit after the last thing and not taking a longer view. Now there are 20 things 
you need to do instead of 15 and we’re still allowing for some fundamental level of insecurity. I just 
don’t know that I’m optimistic that that paradigm shift is occurring yet.” – Bob Kolasky, former 
NRMC director at CISA

• “I think it’ll get worse before it gets better. Largely because there may not be the incentives yet to 
really give it a college try to fix this stuff.” John Button, Gartner

Optimistic: 

“Good risk analysis is not perfect, it’s not a perfect science, no one is saying it is, but it’s better than 
what we were doing yesterday, it’s better than what we’ve been doing for the last 10 years.”  - Zach 
Cossairt, Equinix
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